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April 2017 – American Mathematical Society releases Pushing Limits: From West Point to
Berkeley and Beyond by Ted Hill.
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www.bookstore.ams.org/mbk-103
ABOUT THE BOOK: Pushing Limits: From West Point to Berkeley
and Beyond challenges the myth that mathematicians lead dull and
ascetic lives. It recounts the unique odyssey of a noted
mathematician who overcame military hurdles at West Point, Army
Ranger School and the Vietnam War, and survived many civilian
escapades—hitchhiking in third-world hotspots, fending off sharks in
Bahamian reefs, and camping deep behind the forbidding Iron
Curtain. From ultra-conservative West Point in the ’60s to ultra-radical
Berkeley in the ’70s, and ultimately to genteel Georgia Tech in the
’80s, this is the tale of an academic career as noteworthy for its
offbeat adventures as for its teaching and research accomplishments.
It brings to life the struggles and risks underlying mathematical
research, the unparalleled thrill of making scientific breakthroughs,
and the joy of sharing those discoveries around the world. Hill's book
is packed with energy, humor, and suspense, both physical and intellectual. Anyone who is
curious about how one maverick mathematician thinks, who wants to relive the zanier side of
the ’60s and ’70s, who wants an armchair journey into the third world, or who seeks an
unconventional view of several of society's iconic institutions, will be drawn to this book.
REVIEWS:
“... captivating memoir reveals an intriguing character who is part Renaissance Man, part
Huckleberry Finn. Fast-paced and often hilarious ... provides some penetrating and impious
insights into some of our more revered institutions.” -- Rick Atkinson, three-time Pulitzer Prize
winner, author of The Long Gray Line
“Ted Hill is unique in having both a very exciting internal mathematical life ... and an actionfilled, adventurous, external life. ... his natural gift, very rare for mathematicians, of story-telling,
[makes this] a page-turner.” -- Doron Zeilberger, Rutgers University, winner of MAA Ford
Prize, AMS Steele Prize, and ICA Euler Medal
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Ted Hill is Professor Emeritus of
Mathematics at Georgia Tech, where he spent most of his
academic career. He is a Distinguished Graduate of West
Point’s Class of 1966, and holds a Master’s degree from
Stanford and a PhD from UC Berkeley. He is also a former
Army Ranger and a Vietnam War Veteran. His research is
mainly in the mathematical theory of probability, especially
optimal stopping theory, fair division problems, and Benford’s
Law. He is currently Research Scholar in Residence at California Polytechnic State University,
and lives in Los Osos, California. More information may be found at his website
people.math.gatech.edu/~hill/. An interview with Ted Hill can be found on the AMS YouTube
channel.
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